Abstract--In this paper, we study existence of solutions to a class of semilinear degenerate elliptic equations in weighted Sobolev spaces.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we prove the existence of solutions in W01'2(ft, co) for the semilinear Dirichlet problem
Lu (x) -Izu (x) gl (x) + h (u (x)) g2 (x) = f (x),
in ft, (p) u (x) = 0, in Oft, where L is an elliptic operator in divergence form
Lu (x) = -~ Dj (aij (x) Diu (x))
with Dj = 0 (1.1)
where the coefficients aij are measurable, real-valued functions whose coefficient matrix .4 = (a/j) is symmetric and satisfies the degenerate ellipticity condition for all ~ E IR n and almost everywhere x E ~C~ ~ a bounded open set, co is a weight function (that is, locally integrable and nonnegative function on ]R~), ~t E IR, )~ and A are positive constants.
The following theorem will be proved in Section 3. 
DEFINITIONS AND BASIC RESULTS
Let w be a locally integrable nonnegative function in R ~ and assume that 0 < w < oo almost everywhere. We say that 0: belongs to the Muckenhoupt class Ap, 1 < p < oo, or that w is an Ap-weight, if there is a constant C1 = Cp,,, such that
(~B~ /BW(X) dx) (~B~ fBWl/(1-P) (x) dx)P-l <-C1,
for all balls B in ]R ~, where [.I denotes the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure in IR ~. If 1 < q<p then AqCAp (see [1] or [2] for more information about Ap-weights). Let 12 C R ~ be a bounded open set and let w be a weight function. We shall denote by LP(gl, w)
(1 _ p < oo) the Banach space of all measurable functions, f, defined in t2 for which 
for every ~ E W~' (~,w).
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The basic idea is to reduce (P) to an operator equation Bu + Nu = T and apply the following 
operator N : X ~ X* is demicontinuous and bounded; (c) B + N is asymptotically linear; (d) for each T E X* and for each t E [0, 1], the operator At(u) = Bu + t(Nu -T) satisfies condition (S) in X.

If Bu = 0 implies u = O, then for each T C X*, the equation Bu + Nu = T has a solution in X.
PROOF. See [5] 
By Condition (H1) and Lemma 2, we obtain
Moreover, we also have rw1,2 t~.,
Since T E L 0 t , w)]*, problem (P) is equivalent to operator equation
Bu + Nu = T, u C W 1'2 (~, ~).
STEP 3. Using that W01'2(f~,w) ~ L2(f~,w) is compact (see Lemma 2), we have that BI(., .) is a regular G£rding form. In fact, by condition (1.2) we obtain If # is not an eigenvalue of the linearized problem (LP), Bu = 0 implies u = 0. Therefore, by Theorem A, the operator equation Bu + Nu = T has a solution u E WJ '2 (ft, w), and u is solution of problem (P).
